
Slide 2: 

Things to save for FRC Electrical: 
- Types of comms (roboRIO slide) (Analog, digital, etc) 
- PWM 
- Types of motor controllers 
- Electrical theory 

 
Outline: 

- Detecting Field Elements 
- Camera 
- How does vision work? 
- Limelight 
- Limit switch 
- Force sensor 
- Distance sensor (ultrasonic) 
- Current sensor 

- Positioning Robot Parts 
- Hall effect 
- Reed switch 
- Potentiometer 
- String pot 
- Inductive proximity switch 
- Beam break 

- Motion control 
- Magnetic encoders 
- Optical encoders 
- Gyro 
- Accelerometer 

- Serial buses on rio 
- https://docs.wpilib.org/en/stable/docs/hardware/sensors/serial-buses.html 

 

Slide 4: 

Bandwidth = max rate of data transfer 

 

Slide 5: 

https://learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials/i2c/all 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6IAkYpmA1DQ 

https://docs.wpilib.org/en/stable/docs/hardware/sensors/serial-buses.html
https://learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials/i2c/all
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6IAkYpmA1DQ


 
Primary/secondary is alternative to master/slave 

- But this is not language we want to support on our team 
 
SCL = serial clock = clock signal 

- Synchronizes data transfer 
- Generated by master device 

SDA = serial data = carries data 
 
Open drain 

- Pull up resistors need to be attached so lines are “HIGH” 
- Devices on I2C are active LOW 

 

Slide 6: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NyxQkGXbG6I 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ba0SQwjTQfw 
 
SPI created to isolate data to vs. from host (as opposed to I2C) 
 
Serial Clock (SCK) 

- Allows for synchronous data transmission 
MOSI 
MISO 
CS 

- Needed because no addressing system in protocol 
- Each secondary needs own CS signal wire 

 
4 modes: 

- Clock polarity for modes 0, 1 is LOW 
- Clock polarity for modes 2, 3 is HIGH 
- Mode 0, 3 sample data on RISING sck edges & output data on FALLING 
- Mode 1, 2 sampled on FALLING & output on RISING 

 
CPOL = clock polarity 

- When equal to zero, in idle state, clock is LOW 
- When equal to one, HIGH 

CPHA = clock phase 
- Which edge of clock used to transfer data (go out) or get sampled on? 
- Always want to sample (receive data) in middle (NOT transitioning data) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NyxQkGXbG6I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ba0SQwjTQfw


 

Slide 8: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eo9dbnrpspM 
https://www.best-microcontroller-projects.com/how-rs232-works.html#:~:text=More%20formally
%20RS232%20is%20an,from%20100%20to%2020k%20baud. 
 
Binary data 

- Positive voltage for 0 
- Negative voltage for 1 

 
Common example of DTE is computer 
Common example of DCE is modem 

- 2 devices of same type cannot comm w/o help 
 
If cable greater than 50ft, voltage drop problems (resistance) 
Super slow transmission 

- Largely replaced by usb & ethernet 
- Inexpensive 

 

Slide 9: 

https://www.electroschematics.com/usb-how-things-work/ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5S6ZPmtPzRA 
 
Hub expands master’s no. available ports 
Use pull-up resistors to turn one signal wire high, other low 

- Upstream vs downstream data (host to device, device to host) 

 

Slide 11: 

https://firstmncsa.org/2019/04/04/frc-2019-camera-best-practices/ 
 
Low latency (real-time) 

- Dont need the clearest view for it to be good enough 
Low bandwidth 
Ease of use 
 
Rpi cam 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eo9dbnrpspM
https://www.best-microcontroller-projects.com/how-rs232-works.html#:~:text=More%20formally%20RS232%20is%20an,from%20100%20to%2020k%20baud.
https://www.best-microcontroller-projects.com/how-rs232-works.html#:~:text=More%20formally%20RS232%20is%20an,from%20100%20to%2020k%20baud.
https://www.electroschematics.com/usb-how-things-work/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5S6ZPmtPzRA
https://firstmncsa.org/2019/04/04/frc-2019-camera-best-practices/


- Offloads cpu intensive task to rpi 
- Higher cpu cycles on pi 

 
Limelight  

- Highly doc 
- No code req 
- Dont use for driving, just target tracking 

 

Slide 13: 

Force Sensor Resistor 
- Change in force causes change in resistance across 2 output terminals 
- Not super accurate 
- Better used for general pressure sensing 
- Can also use to sense whether pressure has reached threshold value 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rTO3U-0Njtw 

 

Slide 14: 

Ultrasonic waves 
- Freq > 20kHz 
- Beyond audible range 
- Can be either but in this application, longitudinal 

 
 
Ultrasonic waveform sent out of transmitter 

- If you know density of air and speed of sound then when you receive ultrasonic signal 
back, calc time & therefore distance 

- HOWEVER if surface is not flat then might not receive signal back 
- ALSO if weird surface (like sponge that absorbs signal) then will be unsuccessful 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1jGvzNrtF24 

 

Slide 16: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sqQzBxfECj4 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wpAA3qeOYiI 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QMsuv9PadpY 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rTO3U-0Njtw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1jGvzNrtF24
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sqQzBxfECj4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wpAA3qeOYiI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QMsuv9PadpY


 
Simplest method of knowing current 

- Use a resistor 
- Measure voltage 
- Calculate with V = IR 

HOWEVER parasitic inductance 
- As pulse passing through, might get irregular spike of voltage 
- Also, power loss 

 
Hall effect sensors usable too! 

- Thats how this device works! 

 

Slide 17: 

Can also use with semiconductor 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QMsuv9PadpY 

 

Slide 18: 

also... inductive proximity sensor 

https://automation-insights.blog/2014/03/05/basic-operating-principle-of-an-inductive-proximity-senso

r/  

 

but this would take too long to explain so we skip it in the presentation 

 

Slide 19: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wpAA3qeOYiI 
 
Most common method for measuring magnetic fields 

- Switches 
- Proximity sensors 
- Wheel speed 

 
Analog output for proximity 

- Use amplifier for voltage produced across conductor/semiconductor 
- Creates in-between values 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QMsuv9PadpY
https://automation-insights.blog/2014/03/05/basic-operating-principle-of-an-inductive-proximity-sensor/
https://automation-insights.blog/2014/03/05/basic-operating-principle-of-an-inductive-proximity-sensor/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wpAA3qeOYiI


- “0 to 5v” but in reality 2 to 3v 
 
Digital for switch 

 

Slide 20: 

Outer casing is glass, vacuum inside 
 
Normally Open 
 
Uses magnetic field to move switch 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dxW4N_bB-7I 

 

Slide 24: 

https://www.te.com/usa-en/products/sensors/position-sensors/potentiometric-sensors/cable-actu
ated-position-sensors/what-is-a-string-pot.html#:~:text=A%20string%20potentiometer%2C%20s
ometimes%20also,and%20a%20spring%2Dloaded%20spool. 
https://www.globalspec.com/learnmore/sensors_transducers_detectors/linear_position_sensing/
cable_extension_linear_position_sensors 
 
Used to measure position and/or velocity of linear motion 
 
Spring maintains tension & retraction of cable 
 
Does not require perfect alignment to function accurately 

 

Slide 27: 

Help with speed, position of rotary equipment 
 
Continuously rotating encoders tend to be incremental (vs absolute which give abs pos) 

- Absolute assign binary code to each measuring position 
 
Convert changing magnetic field (diff poles around edge like picture) to sine wave 
 
Also linear encoders 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dxW4N_bB-7I
https://www.te.com/usa-en/products/sensors/position-sensors/potentiometric-sensors/cable-actuated-position-sensors/what-is-a-string-pot.html#:~:text=A%20string%20potentiometer%2C%20sometimes%20also,and%20a%20spring%2Dloaded%20spool.
https://www.te.com/usa-en/products/sensors/position-sensors/potentiometric-sensors/cable-actuated-position-sensors/what-is-a-string-pot.html#:~:text=A%20string%20potentiometer%2C%20sometimes%20also,and%20a%20spring%2Dloaded%20spool.
https://www.te.com/usa-en/products/sensors/position-sensors/potentiometric-sensors/cable-actuated-position-sensors/what-is-a-string-pot.html#:~:text=A%20string%20potentiometer%2C%20sometimes%20also,and%20a%20spring%2Dloaded%20spool.
https://www.globalspec.com/learnmore/sensors_transducers_detectors/linear_position_sensing/cable_extension_linear_position_sensors
https://www.globalspec.com/learnmore/sensors_transducers_detectors/linear_position_sensing/cable_extension_linear_position_sensors


https://www.motioncontroltips.com/faq-how-do-magnetic-encoders-work/ 

 

Slide 29: 

Just show part of video with merry-go-round as demonstration of Coriolis effect 

 

Slide 30: 

https://www5.epsondevice.com/en/information/technical_info/gyro/#:~:text=Gyro%20sensors%2
C%20also%20known%20as,devices%20that%20sense%20angular%20velocity.&text=In%20si
mple%20terms%2C%20angular%20velocity,s%20(degrees%20per%20second). 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ti4HEgd4Fgo 
 
Angular velocity can be calculated by measuring corialis force 
 
Vibrating arms bend → create potential difference (voltage) across → detect orientation 

- This is why magnetic fields can interfere with gyroscope 

 

Slide 31: 

https://ez.analog.com/b/engineering-mind/posts/adis16448-imu-mxp-board-for-first-robotics 
https://stanford.edu/class/ee267/lectures/lecture9.pdf 
 
Accelerometer measures linear acceleration 
Magnetometer measures magnetic field strength 

https://www.motioncontroltips.com/faq-how-do-magnetic-encoders-work/
https://www5.epsondevice.com/en/information/technical_info/gyro/#:~:text=Gyro%20sensors%2C%20also%20known%20as,devices%20that%20sense%20angular%20velocity.&text=In%20simple%20terms%2C%20angular%20velocity,s%20(degrees%20per%20second).
https://www5.epsondevice.com/en/information/technical_info/gyro/#:~:text=Gyro%20sensors%2C%20also%20known%20as,devices%20that%20sense%20angular%20velocity.&text=In%20simple%20terms%2C%20angular%20velocity,s%20(degrees%20per%20second).
https://www5.epsondevice.com/en/information/technical_info/gyro/#:~:text=Gyro%20sensors%2C%20also%20known%20as,devices%20that%20sense%20angular%20velocity.&text=In%20simple%20terms%2C%20angular%20velocity,s%20(degrees%20per%20second).
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ti4HEgd4Fgo
https://ez.analog.com/b/engineering-mind/posts/adis16448-imu-mxp-board-for-first-robotics
https://stanford.edu/class/ee267/lectures/lecture9.pdf

